*New weekly deaths may decrease in this location over the next four weeks. For these locations, the ensemble forecast indicates a probability of 0.75 or greater that fewer deaths will be reported in week four of the forecast than in the last reported week.
*New weekly deaths may decrease in this location over the next four weeks. For these locations, the ensemble forecast indicates a probability of 0.75 or greater that fewer deaths will be reported in week four of the forecast than in the last reported week.
Connecticut

New Weekly Deaths

Reported
- GT-DeepCOVID
- JHU-DD
- Columbia
- DGS

Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals

Total Deaths

Reported
- GT-DeepCOVID
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- Columbia
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Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals

Delaware

New Weekly Deaths

Reported
- GT-DeepCOVID
- JHU-DD
- Columbia
- DGS

Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals

Total Deaths

Reported
- GT-DeepCOVID
- JHU-DD
- Columbia
- DGS

Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals

Update: 2022-04-18
Hawaii

New Weekly Deaths

Total Deaths

Idaho

New Weekly Deaths

Total Deaths

Update: 2022-04-18

New weekly deaths may decrease in this location over the next four weeks. For these locations, the ensemble forecast indicates a probability of 0.75 or greater that fewer deaths will be reported in week four of the forecast than in the last reported week.
Maine

New Weekly Deaths

Total Deaths

Maryland

New Weekly Deaths

Total Deaths

Update: 2022-04-18
**Minnesota**

- New Weekly Deaths
- Total Deaths

**Mississippi**

- New Weekly Deaths
- Total Deaths

**Update:** 2022-04-18

New Mexico

**New Weekly Deaths**

- Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals
- **Ensemble**
- **Individual models**

**Total Deaths**

- Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals
- **Ensemble**
- **Individual models**

New York

**New Weekly Deaths**

- Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals
- **Ensemble**
- **Individual models**

**Total Deaths**

- Bands: 95% Prediction Intervals
- **Ensemble**
- **Individual models**
*New weekly deaths may decrease in this location over the next four weeks. For these locations, the ensemble forecast indicates a probability of 0.75 or greater that fewer deaths will be reported in week four of the forecast than in the last reported week.
South Dakota

New Weekly Deaths

Total Deaths

Tennessee

New Weekly Deaths

Total Deaths

Update: 2022-04-18
Virginia

New Weekly Deaths

Total Deaths

Washington

New Weekly Deaths

Total Deaths

Update: 2022-04-18